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Learning should be a pleasant experience and the little stars of the 

The Oxford School, Trivandrum learn through fun and fervour. 

The enthusiasm shown by the kids is the result of the joyful learning 

experience provided to them. The learning outcomes are 

wrapped up in the demonstrations of the knowledge of various 

concepts they learn in the classrooms.  Their readiness to ideate, 

create and display is commendable, thanks to the combined 

efforts of the teachers and the parents in the online learning 

process. Learning by doing  with enhance their skills required for 

being competent in their lives. Let us work together further to 

enhance their skills and make them competent individuals bef itting 

the requirements of the 21st century.

Sincerely, 

Principal
Dr. Abdul Salam
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“Community Helpers Day” is a wonderful 

way to broaden the child's horizon and 

help them to learn about the world 

b e y o n d  h o m e – t h e i r  c o m m u n i t y .  

E d u c a t i n g  s t u d e n t s  a b o u t  t h e  

community helpers and the kind of roles 

they play in our daily lives is highly 

important. Our KG kids celebrated 

community helpers day on 16th 

December at a virtual platform. They 

were dressed up as nurses, policemen, 

doctors, soldiers and teachers. It helps 

understand the world around them and 

also develops their social-emotional 

skills. They Presented their views happily 

and told that they were proud to be 

dressed as community helpers.

Community Community 
Helpers DayHelpers Day
Community 
Helpers Day
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“Every child is a different 
kind of flower and 

all together makes this 
world a beautiful garden.”

 14th November is celebrated as Children's Day 

every year in India. This special day is celebrated in 

remembrance of India's first Prime Minister Jawahar 

Lal Nehru, born on November 14, 1889. He was also 

known as Pandit Nehru. Nehru, who was fondly called 

Chacha Nehru or simply Chachaji, was very popular 

amongst children for his love. November 14 marks 

Nehru's devotion to the welfare, education, and 

development of children and young people.

 A day marking childhood, and to make this event 

memorable for our little ones, The Oxford school 

celebrated Children's Day on 14th November 2021 virtually. The day focused on 

children and their enjoyment. The day was commemorated with immense joy, 

enthusiasm, and magnificence. The Tender care celebrations began with the Morning 

Prayer, followed by a variety of fun-filled activities. 

“Every child is a different 
kind of flower and 

all together makes this 
world a beautiful garden.”
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Parents 
 know a lot but

grandparents 
knows everything

 Grandparents are a family's greatest treasure, the founders of a loving legacy, 

The greatest storytellers, the keepers of traditions. Grandparents are the family's 

strong foundation. Through their special love and care, grandparents keep a family 

close at heart. 
 With its strong belief in the overall and holistic development of the child, The 

Oxford School continues to instill values even in these unprecedented times 

through the means of virtual gatherings. One such ceremonial occasion was on 

February 4th, 2022, Friday, in which people witnessed the Celebration of 

Grandparents Day via live streaming on google meet. The zealous tender care 

presented a vibrant and colourful show expressing themselves by showcasing their 

activities and talking about numerous things that their Dadus and Dadis have taught 

them. The children and their grandparents felt exhilarated in sharing their stories 

and experiences together. A few of them enlivened the atmosphere with rhymes, 

songs. The bond between the children and their grandparents was palpable while 

they were engrossed in the handprint activities. The general mood was one of 

exultation and everyone seemed truly happy. It was a successful event
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To recognize the various modes of 

transport and to understand the 

transportation system of our country. 

Transportation day was celebrated in 

k i n d e r g a r t e n .  S t u d e n t s  w e r e  

enthusiastic in presenting different 

modes of transportation with their toy 

vehicles. They also learnt the use of  

helmets, license, traffic rules, various 

emergency vehicles like ambulances, 

fire Brigade etc. They shared their 

travel experience and made the day a 

wonderful one.

Train, Train
Go away
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Freedom is not free 
until it gives 
equal rights to all
Republic Day is celebrated on 26th January every year to mark the day on 

which our constitution came into effect in 1950.  Our kids celebrated 

Republic Day virtually and made various posters and delivered  

speeches. They showed their love & respect for their country by holding 

the National flag up.
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Free Beads 
Counting

''It all started with one little bead ''.Beads and 

thread are the perfect counting tools for pre-

schoolers. These little hands gained wonderful 

fine motor skill practice when threading the 

beads to practise for Number '12'. The natural 

method of learning has imprinted the concepts 

in their minds to connect them to their neat life.
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Smile is like 
an umbrella. 
It's beautiful 
when open
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  'U'  for umbrella. Kids developed 

fine motor skills and visual spatial 

skills through this activity and learnt 

its uses. Our little ones  made to 

pretty umbrellas with a smiley faces 

to add beauty to their hands on 

learning activities. Our kids are 

smarter in demonstrating their 

knowledge through such wonderful 

activities. 
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Learning Letter 'X' 
with Xylophone
     Kids love to play in their own world. They made a xylophone 

for the letter 'X' with colorful papers to develop their 

vocabulary and descriptive language skills. Our kids were 

tuned with hand made xylophone music.
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Counting numbers is important to understand that numbers have 

an order and also to be able to count numbers easily. Kids made an 

awesome calendar from 1-30 and they learnt  about many things 

such as  birthdays, weather, seasons, days, and numbers. 

Count me In
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It is not an easy task to learn number names, but 

it is possible to learn the names by using a 

colorful hanging chart. The activity helped 

children learn the spellings by sight with a 

rhythm. Our little ones made rainbow cards for 

number names and made it a different way of 

learning.

TRIVANDRUM

Every number has a name, 
every name has a story, 

every story is blended 
with colours

Every number has a name, 
every name has a story, 

every story is blended 
with colours
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To every bird, 
his own nest 
is beautiful

Knowing nature and the ecosystem at an early stage is 

important. KG kids learnt about birds, their names, body 

parts, and habitat through various activities. Our kids made  

tiny nests just as the birds weaving their nests.  Such 

activities not only enhanced their learning concept but 

enriches of life.
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Our kids re-created the seasons in a frame for learning. The activity developed their 

personal social skills, fine motor skills, and vocabulary skills. Kids learnt about 

weather, available food, and clothes as they created the season. Children's ability to 

articulate about their favourite season should be highlighted. Hard to choose which 

season is more beautiful.

F ua s   l  la la ofabu
aSe sons
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Fish don't have feet, so they can't walk. We don't have fins, so we can't 

swim across the ocean, but there are many ways to travel over and under 

water. Tiny tots made  paper boats and  floated them on water. Our little 

ones learnt more about water transport through hands-on learning 

activities.

 ''Water Water 
Everywhere''
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Firefighters save 
Hearts & Home
Firefighters save 
Hearts & Home

Our little firefighters stole the heart of everyone through hands-on 

demonstrations of their learning. It included three different learning 

centers and activities for Letter 'F'; fire fighters, fire safety and fun. The 

activities gave them convert  idea on safety precautions to be taken in 

the event of  fire breakouts.
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Hot  & Cold Water 
Science Experiment

Our kids learnt about the 

Hot and  Cold concept with 

live experiments for Letter 

'H'.This simple experiment 

provided kids with the 

opportunity for sensory 

exploration and practical 

application. Parents and 

Teachers helped them to do 

the experiments carefully 

and witness the results as an 

outcome of the of learning.
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Slap on 
sight words

Slap on 
sight words

A great one for active learners! Rotate the 

spin wheel, read the sight word, and slap 

on the sight words. They make learning 

sight words engaging and fun while also 

being very effective. The activity includes 

sensory experiences, gross motor skills.
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Learning and recognizing numbers and number names 

was very exciting. Students learnt to sort . Learning and 

practising numbers was entertaining. The winter theme match-

up was a great resource that helped our little learners  to identify and practice their 

number skills. Snowman number match-up is used  for students struggling with this 

concept and it was overwhelming. Students had a good time while playing this 

number match-up and showcased their mastery of number sense skills.

“There is no man 
like a snowman. 

 There's no time
like snow time”
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Number 
Hopscotch

The game every child should learn and our Tiny Tots are never behind in 

learning new things. Number Hopscotch combines a child's favorite 

game with learning. By playing, children build fundamental skills 

necessary for addition, such as remembering a number & then counting 

by one to get their answer. Our kids hopped from one box to another to 

learn Number '10'.It was fun and children learnt the concept through this 

hands on activity.

Number 
Hopscotch
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Lets learn 
digraph and diphthong 
with fruit loops
After students have learned all consonant and short vowel sounds, they are ready to 

learn consonant digraphs where two vowels make a special sound when combined. 

They can recognize the sounds that are linked to digraphs. This activity helped them to 

make new words and sentences that develops their speaking and writing skills.
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  We bring 
Rare content to you.
And 

rive the potentialD
n you toI
utshine always!O

Our kids celebrated World Radio Day virtually on 14th 

February, 2022. Students learnt that radio was an old 

news device and an indispensable component of the 

ancient period. They celebrated World Radio Day by 

making posters and speeches. The main purpose 

behind celebrating World Radio Day was to raise 

awareness among the students and  society to know 

the importance of radio.
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 The second year kindergarten students of 
The Oxford School  Tr ivandrum have 
graduated to class one. To mark the occasion, 
a convocation ceremony was held in the 
auditorium on March 26. 
 CBSE Trivandrum City coordinator Shiny 
Mathew was the chief guest. The children 
who had spent two years in online classes 
were excited and enthralled to meet their 

classmates in person. The auditorium was 
lively with energetic and cheerful children 
and their sweet character.
 Principal Abdul Salam congratulated the 
children on their success. He appreciated the 
parents and teachers for their tremendous 
efforts and cooperation in conducting the 
online classes with daily routines embedded 
in the schedule. 
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Graduation 
Ceremony 
Graduation 
Ceremony 
Graduation 
Ceremony 

 The second year kindergarten students 
of The Oxford School Trivandrum have 
graduated to class one. To mark the occasion, 
a convocation ceremony was held in the 
auditorium on March 26. 
 CBSE Trivandrum City coordinator Shiny 
Mathew was the chief guest. The children 
who had spent two years in online classes 
were excited and enthralled to meet their 
classmates in person. The auditorium was 
lively with energetic and cheerful children 
and their sweet character.
 Principal Abdul Salam congratulated the 
children on their success. He appreciated the 
parents and teachers for their tremendous 
efforts and cooperation in conducting the 
online classes with daily routines embedded 
in the schedule. 

 The tiny tots were handled effectively by 
the teachers throughout their journey of 
acquiring new concepts by malting them 
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Every day is a Character DayEvery day is a Character Day

Character is built upon the foundational commitment of love, honesty and 

compassion for one another. Our little ones celebrated 'Character day' on 3rd 

December. Kids were let to live in their fantasies by dressing up in their favorite 

characters. The purpose to celebrate this day was not only to blend learning but 

also to develop confidence in the students by giving them opportunities to speak 

in front of their classmates. It helped  our little ones to gain confidence.
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Kindergarten Co-scholasticKindergarten Co-scholastic
Proud Winners

TINYTOTS
DHAKSHA JIJITH

RECITATION
Malayalam1

TINYTOTS
DHYUTHI JIJITH

RECITATION
Malayalam1

KG-1A
ASIYA JESSEER

RECITATION
Malayalam1

KG-2A
A ISHA KHAN

RECITATION
Malayalam1
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KG-2B
ZAINA FATHIMA

RECITATION
Malayalam1

KG-1A
 ADAM JUGUNU 

RECITATION
Malayalam2

Kindergarten Co-scholasticKindergarten Co-scholastic
Proud Winners

KG-2A
AYESHA FATIMAH ABHEESH

RECITATION
Malayalam2

KG-2B
LIA SHERIN

RECITATION
Malayalam2
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Kindergarten Co-scholasticKindergarten Co-scholastic
Proud Winners

KG-1A
VEDHIKA VISHNU

RECITATION
Malayalam3

KG-2A
MUHAMMED AYAAN S

RECITATION
Malayalam3

KG-2B

RYAN MOHAMMED AL SABU

RECITATION
Malayalam3

TINYTOTS
DHAKSHA JIJITH

RECITATION
English1
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Kindergarten Co-scholasticKindergarten Co-scholastic
Proud WinnersProud Winners

TINYTOTS
DHYUTHI JIJITH

RECITATION
English1

KG-1A
MARYAM ALVI RASHEED

RECITATION
English1

KG-1A
ASIYA JESSEER

RECITATION
English1

KG-2A
A ISHA KHAN

RECITATION
English1
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Kindergarten Co-scholasticKindergarten Co-scholastic
Proud Winners

KG-1A
MUHAMMED AYAAN S

RECITATION
English2

Proud Winners

KG-2B
MUHAMMED FAYAZ

RECITATION
English1

KG-1A
VEDHIKA VISHNU

RECITATION
English2

KG-2A
KRISHNADEV V

RECITATION
English2
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Kindergarten Co-scholasticKindergarten Co-scholastic

TINY TOTS
DHAKSHA JIJITH

STORY TELLING
English1

KG-1A
MARYAM AFSAL

RECITATION
English3

KG-2A
AYESHA FATIMAH ABHEESH

RECITATION
English3

KG-1A
ASIYA JESSEER

STORY TELLING
English1
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Kindergarten Co-scholasticKindergarten Co-scholastic
Proud WinnersProud Winners

KG-1A
MARYAM ALVI RASHEED

STORY TELLING
English1

KG-2A
A ISHA KHAN

STORY TELLING
English1

KG-2B
MUHAMMED FAYAZ

STORY TELLING
English1

TINY TOTS
DHYUTHI JIJITH

STORY TELLING
English2
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Kindergarten Co-scholasticKindergarten Co-scholasticKindergarten Co-scholastic
Proud WinnersProud Winners

KG-1A
MARYAM AFSAL

STORY TELLING
English2

KG-2A
AYESHA FATIMAH ABHEESH

STORY TELLING
English2

KG-2B
ZAINA FATHIMA S

STORY TELLING
English2

KG-1A
ISHAAN ARUN 

STORYTELLING
English3
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Kindergarten Co-scholasticKindergarten Co-scholastic
Proud WinnersProud Winners

KG-2A
MUHAMMED AYAAN S

English3

KG-2B

RYAN MOHAMMED AL SABU

English3

KG-1A

NAKSHIT V A 

English3 STORYTELLING
STORYTELLING

STORYTELLING

TINY TOTS
DHYUTHI JIJITH

STORY TELLING
Malayalam1
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Kindergarten Co-scholasticKindergarten Co-scholasticKindergarten Co-scholastic
Proud WinnersProud Winners

KG-1A
ASIYA JESSEER

STORY TELLING
Malayalam1

KG-2A
MUHAMMAD SAIFAN

STORY TELLING
Malayalam1

KG-2B
KRISHNA DEV

STORY TELLING
Malayalam1

TINY TOTS
DHYUTHI JIJITH

STORY TELLING
Malayalam1



Kindergarten Co-scholasticKindergarten Co-scholasticKindergarten Co-scholastic
Proud WinnersProud Winners

KG-1A
ASIYA JESSEER

STORY TELLING
Malayalam1

KG-2A
MUHAMMAD SAIFAN

STORY TELLING
Malayalam1

KG-2B
KRISHNA DEV

STORY TELLING
Malayalam1

TINY TOTS
DHAKSHA JIJITH

2 STORY TELLING
Malayalam
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Kindergarten Co-scholasticKindergarten Co-scholastic
Proud WinnersProud Winners

KG-2A
FATHIMA AL ZAHRA SUHAIL

2

KG-2A

AHAMED BILAL S

2

KG-1A

NAKSHIT V A 

2 STORY TELLING
Malayalam STORY TELLING

Malayalam

STORY TELLING
Malayalam

KG-2B
AALIYA FAIZA SAGEER

STORY TELLING
Malayalam2
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Kindergarten Co-scholasticKindergarten Co-scholasticKindergarten Co-scholastic
Proud WinnersProud Winners

KG-1A
AVANTIKA BHUSHAN A

STORY TELLING
Malayalam3

KG-2A
AYESHA FATIMAH ABHEESH

STORY TELLING
Malayalam3

KG-2A
RAFNA JAVAD

STORY TELLING
Malayalam3

TINY TOTS
DHAKSHA JIJITH

1 FOLK DANCE
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Kindergarten Co-scholasticKindergarten Co-scholastic
Proud WinnersProud Winners

KG-1A
AVANTIKA BHUSHAN A

1

KG-2A

A ISHA KHAN

1

TINY TOTS

DHYUTHI JIJITH

1 FOLK DANCE FOLK DANCE

FOLK DANCE

KG-2A
AALIYA FAIZA SAGEER

1 FOLK DANCE
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Kindergarten Co-scholasticKindergarten Co-scholasticKindergarten Co-scholastic
Proud WinnersProud Winners

KG-2A
MUHAMMED AYAAN S

2

KG-2B

ZAINA FATHIMA S

2

KG-1A

 NAKSHIT V A 

2 FOLK DANCE FOLK DANCE

FOLK DANCE
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